
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Health Clinic

Project Highlights:

This state-of-the-art facility exemplifies Tigua Inc.’s (TI) capabilities 
and is now actively delivering comprehensive services to the Tigua 
Nation.

TI, in collaboration with esteemed partners, successfully managed 
the construction process of this impressive project. Awarded to TI 
by Ysleta del Sur Pueblo in 2018, the design phase was led by Carl 
Daniel Architects, with Jordan Foster Construction serving as the lead 
sub-contractor for the construction project. 

This remarkable achievement encompasses a two-story clinic that 
offers a significantly larger space compared to the previous facility. In 
contrast, the previous facility spanned 15,000 square feet with only 
three primary care rooms. The new clinic, with its expansive 78,000 
square feet, now accommodates 17 primary care rooms, providing 
ample capacity to meet the growing healthcare needs of the Tigua 
Nation.

The clinic offers a wide range of essential services to tribal members 
including optometry, dental care, behavioral health support, substance 
abuse programs, diabetes management, health education, and 
comprehensive social services. The facility also houses its own on-site 
pharmacy, ensuring convenience and accessibility for patients.

Situated just one block away from the heart of the Pueblo’s Iakitu 
Village, this facility seamlessly integrates into the community. Its unique 
design sets it apart as one of the largest clinics among the Pueblo 
tribes. TI takes immense pride in contributing to this project, enhancing 
the Tigua Nation’s access to state-of-the-art healthcare resources for 
years to come. 

With TI’s professional construction capabilities and the successful 
completion of the YDSP Health Clinic, we demonstrate our unwavering 
dedication to delivering exceptional results. Explore our proven track 
record of excellence and consider partnering with TI for your next 
construction project. Together, we can transform your vision into reality.

AGILE 

PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT

LOCATION: El Paso, TX

DESCRIPTION: 78,000 square foot, 
two-story medical facility

COMPLETION DATE: May, 2023

CONSTRUCTION COST: 

Est. $48 million 
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Primary NAICS CODE: 236210; Secondary NAICS Codes: 236220, 237110, 237120, 237130, 237310, 237990, 238110, 238120, 238130, 238140, 238160, 238170, 

238190, 238210, 238220, 238290, 238310, 238320, 238330, 238340, 238350, 238390, 238910, 238990, 541990, 561210, 561621, 811310, 812930

� Industrial building construction
� Commercial and institutional building       

construction
� Water, sewer line and related structures
� Highway, street, and bridge construction
� Other heavy and civil engineering construction
� Framing
� Masonry
� Roofi ng
� Siding

� Other foundation, structures, and building 

exterior

� Plumbing, heating, and air conditioning

� Other building equipment

� Drywall and insulation

� Painting and wall covering

� Flooring

� Tile and terrazzo

� Finish carpentry

� Site preparation

CAGE CODE - 6E9J0         UEI - DZRMKKM6W9T4         

� SCIF design/build
� Business system analysis
� Software application development
� Program and project management
� Rational unifi ed process methodology
� Web services
� Data security
� Desktop support/roll outs
� Network/server management
� IT security

� System and application management
� Technical writing
� Requirement analysis
� Enterprise resource planning
� Implementation and integration
� Services management consistent with IT infrastructure 

library
� System administration and programming
� Database management

� Claims management services
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